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Unlock the Premium Faeria experience. This package provides a mixture of accelerated progress and exclusive items. Maximize
your time spent in Faeria with DOUBLE XP, more deck slots, special cosmetics and more!

XP in Faeria is your main source of card collection. No buying card packs here - win it all by playing the game.

Looking to get the most out of Faeria? This content is for you.

This content includes the following:
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Doubled XP - from everything!

Earn Battle Chests and Shards at twice the normal rate.

10 ADDITIONAL Deck Slots

Premium card back

Golden Faeria logo

5 Mythic Chests full of cosmetics

4000 Gems

This is a one-time purchase and will be applied FOREVER to your Faeria account.

The Golden Faeria Logo is visible at all times on the main screen of the interface.
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Title: Faeria - Premium Edition DLC
Genre: Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy
Developer:
Abrakam SA
Publisher:
Abrakam SA
Release Date: 18 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Portuguese,Russian,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese
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I'm 2 hours in, so I can't say much about the story yet. But I can already say it's a fun game with a great atmosphere and
interesting characters. Brianna, a b-movie fan like myself, is a very relatable protagonist.

I don't feel bombarded with walls of text, but I still get lots of information about people, the setting and the puzzles, which is a
big plus. I'm also a big fan of the music and artwork. All in all, the game captures the atmosphere and allure of small movie
theatres and the cult around b-movies very well. I generally don't play much text-based games, but the setting and story sold me
on this.

Also encountered a bug and got support and a solution within a few hours.. A simple, yet pretty fun, puzzle game. Quite cheap
especially with coupons so worth it. :). great game ,recommend for anyone. Mr. Robot is a very tame RPG that doesn't try to do
anything fancy. In fact, it is an incredibly slow grind with very little sense of progression. The balance is poor as well - on hard
difficulty, there is very little you can do to prevent death when you start the game, and by the end, you are so overpowered that
the final boss battle is pathetic.

The story, too, is very slow and uninteresting - a rogue AI has taken over a space ship, and you must take it back over using the
help of robots that seem to have very little vested interest. None of the characters are appealing, or have any kind of
recognizable peronality.

Overall, avoid Mr. Robot unless you can somehow win a bet involving boring RPGs.

1 out of 5 foxes.. Much like the other reviews here say, this isn't actually an endless mode. It times you to kill 20 captains and 5
warchiefs, and then it's over.. For $2 USD you can't really go wrong.... Released unfinished and btoken. Was in EA and then
suddenly put to final status. The developer seems to have cut and run. Ashame, could have been pretty cool. It's just too early. In
my opinion, the game isn't ready to be played yet. It's missing a lot of mechanics. I can see the seeds of something good here,
but found the itself relatively pointless, information light, and unplayable. I strongly considered refunding, but given the
possibilities here and that I picked it up for less than $5, I refrained.. Im just going to list some things for you...
The only game you can play is bowling.
Theres music but you cant dance or strike any poses, the only things you can do is Bowl and Sit down (which takes a whole
minute)
Nobody wants to be there. (The most people ive met and talked to were 2)
Looks like a Space Channel 5 level.
CHOOSE LOW QUALITY! Or else youll have 16 fps, oh and you cant edit the quality, you can only choose High or Low

Yes i understand that this is "Early Access" but it looks like its nowhere near complete. I had to download some separate Unreal
thing that didint help with the visuals at all. It looks like someone only worked on the map and half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥the rest.

Good luck to you with future games.... Overall Game : 7.5/10. The game is really fun! The (Turrent) Summon have a cooldown
which encourages you to interact with the game more, Unlike other typical Tower Defence type of games where you can just
make the perfect 'set-up'. The storyline isn't interesting. I enjoy this game and recommend picking this game up if you like both
Tower Defence games and Anime. The game is pretty expensive, I bought it on sale and is well worth the money!
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Game has a lot of potential but some of the enemies are faster than you and have too much health for you to kill before they kill
you, some of the enemies basically instant kill you.

Edit: saw that you can upgrade movement and sprint, also the health bar was fixed. Maybe the next thing is a big balence update.
Hi yes the game plays Ok for me interesting subject for what I have played and seen so far seems well thought out crafted and
works well on my laptop on high settings I don't know yet how much content there is the game. In the add it states 38gb space
required but I down loaded only 994 meg so there is hopefully more to come in the future because my lap top is medium to high
spec so to get the best FPS for me I need to go lower res than 900 X 1600 but iI don't see any way to lower the res beyond 900
X 1600 in the options menu.

So all in all lets see what happens in the future, I will recommend it if there is much more content and polish in the future,
but if not I will be the first to say no but you can only make your own mind up.
Mike.

. Great series! Would love to see more of Hector in the future. He may be an
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but he is the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
who will save Clapers Wreake. This game includes the essential dialog, blantant jokes, action ,subtle jokes, puzzels, and sexual
jokes. All wrapped up in a very British Point n Click Noir that deserves more recognition!. I Fancied it Then, and I Fancied it
now.

10/10. The concept is good but it needs more work to add some competitiveness. There are a few bugs too. Its promising but
honestly i would wait for more content, a few game modes and the bugs to be fixed.. Spooky scary "walking simulator" with a
very interesting story. Unlike perhaps others in this genre, nothing is left open to interpretation, and things are explained quite
plainly to you if you are not able to piece together the story yourself.

For me, this is fine, it's often annoying when things are left "open", not everything needs to be some ambiguous art piece!

There is plenty of tension and spooks throughout, to the point I needed to remove my headphones sometimes just to take a
break. This is a very humble first game for the developer, and I think they did a good job! There are some bugs here and there,
but you have to go looking for them by doing abnormal things, so they're not obtuse.

All-in-all, a very nice experience with an engaging story, it's not AMAZING by any means, but worth a play if you enjoy this
genre!. If you live in North America, bless your heart if you want to just play pugs with decent teamates.. If you have any of the
recent Windows software, this game will not work for you. I have Windows 8.1 and know people with Windows 10. Windows 7
doesn't appear to work either.

All in all, unless you have a dinosaur of a laptop I don't recommend this. I'd get the game working for a second and it would
crash. Looked on the forums too and other people seem to have the same issue yet it hasn't been resolved.

Don't buy this game. A literal waste of money because you can't even play it.

UPDATE:

WOW. Steam won't even let me post this review because I need AT LEAST five minutes of gameplay on it. ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.
Don't buy this game. Please, please don't. I've been putting this game off and on just to get it up to five minutes so I can warn all
of you.

DON'T BUY IT!!!
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